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Agendas???, on: 2012/4/29 18:49
Could you share with me the definition of "promoting your own writings"

Isn't that what we do every time we post?

Please help me understand this.. Why lock this post???? 

Re: Agendas??? - posted by pilgrim777, on: 2012/4/29 19:02
If one is participating in this forum their agenda, hopefully is to post truth. That is not a bad agenda. 

Love believes all things, so let's believe the best about each person and allow their writings to speak and not be suspicio
us and seek to shut someone down. Treat others as you would have them treat you.

Let their writings speak for themselves. 

Pilgrim

Re: Agendas??? - posted by RobertW (), on: 2012/4/29 19:02

Quote:
-------------------------Could you share with me the definition of "promoting your own writings"

Isn't that what we do every time we post?

Please help me understand this.. Why lock this post???? 
-------------------------

Question 1 is answered here:

6. SELF-PROMOTION - Self-Promoting your own teachings or articles, sermons and videos is not encouraged in the for
ums. We have hand-selected over 50,000 audio, video and text resources on sermon index and we ask that the majority
of the discussions centre around those materials provided. You can post another article or sermon from another source 
also long as its not contrary to the tenor of the materials on SermonIndex. 

Question 2, Why lock this post?

Because of the challenging tone of your post directed at the oversight of this forum. We are asking that you honor these 
rules and you honor the oversight's direction regarding posting in these forums. This direction is not up for debate. If you
feel you cannot abide by these rules we would ask that you not post in these forums. 

This thread will be locked.  
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